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Questionnaire 63 only half completed
Questionnaire 64 pt didn't complete any of the back of pages
Questionnaire 89 pt only completed demographics so not included
Questionnaire 115 missed out pages 4 & 5
Questionnaire 163 didn't complete q4/5/6/7&8
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Q25 Are there other services which you would hope the surgery might provide?

12. Chiropodist, accupuncture 
13. footcare
25. Podiatrist/chiropodist
30. Late surgery all week
43. Pharmacist, psychologist
52. chiropodist
53. Weekend cover and longer opening hours
54. Alternative therapies and fairly regular checkups for those with long term conditions.
60. Non smoking groups
70. Easier access to mental health services
122. The signing in screen telling you how many people are due to be seen before you when signing in and if they are 
          running late.
133. Chiropody, podiatry
136. Chiropdy, diabetic eye screening twice a year as I am out of sync with the dates they currently come to the surgery.
178. Being able to access lots of information via the surgery and staff
Additional pt comments
Psychiatry / therapy

Other Comments

11. Takes too long to get appt at hospital - MRI
13. A lift to 1st floor would help so many pts and staff
14. Brilliant surgery care
17. Services from all at surgery has been excellent
24. Very satisfied with services during the week, would welcome some form of local emergency cover at weekend
44. It may be a good idea to have a small children's play area in the waiting room. I come with my daughter  and 
       she often gets bored waiting and is running around which may be unpleasant for other people. Overall I am happy
        with the surgery and definitely would recommend It to others.
52. I am very happy with every aspect of the surgery. Thank you
53. Overall excellent service and friendly atmosphere.
55. Very good nice people
57. Staff are always friendly and very polite
60. I am at this surgery a lot with my illness and children, the staff are very friendly + supportive. Dr lee always tries
       her best with me and I have beeen to see her on and off for years now.
69. The drs and staff are excellent always fit you in with an appt, they care for all my family. Wouldn't change a thing.



       Dr Bhutani I will miss but Dr Khan & Dr Ghosh are really good. Reception staff are just the best. Thank you very much.
77. I am very satisfied with the surgery, I am always able to get an appt when I need it most, the whole atmosphere is caring 
       and helpful. I feel that I am treated as an individual & not just another faceless patient. My family Is indebted to the 
       Practice for the care and expertise we have received.
86. I find all the staff very helpful always and I have no complaints
88. Wonderful caring polite team
99. Fine pts who miss appts without a reasonable excuse
101. Very happy with surgery
102. I'm hoping one day my rpt scripts will be ALL alright 1st time !
108. Lovely staff, appt booking very good (based on hearsay about other practices)
122. Bring back the book corner to keep children quiet while waiting in the waiting room.
125. The surgery is very well run considering the demand on the NHS. Thank you for your services.
130 Very happy with ability to secure appt at short notice. I believe this to be much better than most surgeries
132. The best surgery I have ever used. I am happy with the service.
136. We always find the surgery is able to help and see us urgently if we need an appt or support following an injury or 
         accident which is a great service when we hear how difficult it is for friends  and family at other surgeries, thank you
144. Excellent service from everyone.
145. All aspects of the surgery are excellent.
154. If appt running late would like to be advised.
155. I think the surgery is excellent for getting myself and my children In for an appt quickly.
162. Been coming here since it opened. Wouldn't change. Drs and staff are great.
170. Love this surgery everyone is very nice and helpful
171 For Drs to follow up with people who suffer with depression. See if medication is working and to see if coping etc
172. Reception staff could be more friendly, especially the younger ones !!! Thank you
175. Big improvement on availability of appts. Large turnover of drs so sometimes affects continuity of care. No idea if I have 
          a 'named' dr.
178. Always found everybody very helpful and any problems solved very efficiently. Polite staff, patient doctors.

Additional comments from patients
1. We tidied up the leaflets because you're all the best doctors on earth.
2. Coil feedback form - It took 2 appts and a long wait to get it sorted
3. I have been at this surgery since 1990 and always find it to be excellent. Much better than the Limes!
4. No additional comments, great Practice
5. When we went to the Limes it was awful. We never got an appt. I think here is really good because you'll always get an appt. p.s.
     Thank you for being the best Dr surgery in the world (Amelia Goodwin)


